This is the basic figure you must have before you start drawing the
body. It's really easy. First, you draw a straight line and then with
you pencil, make dark dots at the joints. After you have done these,
circle out the important parts like the shoulder, elbow, knee and
hand. After that, you need to draw out the chest. Chest is really to
draw, you just have to draw out two brackets in horizontal way .
Next you need to draw out the hip. Just do a rough sketch, you no
need to pay much on detail in this step. Drawing a hip, it's a
triangular shape and so, I think you won't have trouble drawing
that..

If you have done the previous steps correctly and you wouldn't
have problem doing this step. You just have to join up the line ^-^..
Try to imagine the chest as boxes.. Hard and strong.. Draw two
boxes to form the shape of the chest... Just keep in your mind, you
must keep the proportion right.. Or else It won't look right. If you
have problem keeping the proportion right, you might need more
practice.. ^-^

Erase all guiding lines and add detail to it. And you are done.. ^-^
Congratulation.

Actually, drawing side view anime is similar of drawing the front
view anime. Try to imagine a anime, standing in side view in your
mind. This will really help. hee. Same steps, first draw a straight
line and then draw the head.. Use you pencil mark out black dots at
every joints. Join up the black dots. Next, circle the important parts
of the joints. (the shoulder, elbow and knee ) Remember to bend
your elbow a bit. After that, draw out his chest and his hip. You
don't need to pay special attention on detail.. You can do it latter
on.

Okay, this step is pretty easy to do it.. Use over shape to represent
the muscles group.. Join up the lines and a basic figure is formed.

Erase all guiding lines and add detail to him and you are done.. ^-^

Drawing anime's back is easy. Okay.. You need to have this basic
structure before you start. Again, draw a straight line. Next, use
your pencil to mark black dots at the joints. These little dots act as
an guiding marks.. After you have marked the dots, circle the
important parts of the body: the shoulder, elbow and knee(oops.. I
forgot to circle the knee `-^). Keep in mind, this is a anime's back
view.. Don't get mixed up with front view.

Now use over shape to represent the muscles group. This time, the
back is drawn in a shape of "triangle" shape.. Not exactly a
"triangle".. Their edges are rounder.

Erase all guiding line and add detail to it and you are done. ^-^
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This a basic structure you must have before
you start. In this step, you don't not to pay
special attention on the detail.
Step 1: Draw a basic shape of a head.
Step 2: Draw a triangular shape to represent the
torso of the gal. Note: Shoulder length is
approximately two head length.
Step 3: Draw a oval shape just below the waist
line to represent the thigh.
Step 4: Draw a inverted heart shape to represent
the breast. Remember to connect the line between
the neck and the heart, just to give you a better
view of the body.
Step 5: Define a pose for the leg.
Step 6: Draw arm.
Step 7: Erase all guide lines.

This a basic structure you must have before
you start drawing a body. In this step, you
don't not to pay special attention on the detail.
Step 1: Draw a basic shape of a head.
Step 2: Draw a right angle triangular shape to
represent the torso of the gal in side view..
Step 3: Draw the breast in side view.
Step 4: Draw a oval shape to represent the thigh.
Step 5: Define a pose for the leg.
Step 6: Draw arm.
Step 7: Erase all guide lines.

This a basic structure you must have before
you start. In this step, you don't not to pay
special attention on the detail.
Step 1: Draw a basic shape of a head.
Step 2: Draw a triangular shape to represent the
torso of the gal. Note: Shoulder length is
approximately two head length.
Step 3: Draw a oval shape just below the waist
line to represent the thigh.
Step 4: Define a pose for the leg. You can always
try other posing for the legs.
Step 5: Draw arm. You can always try other
posing for the hand
Step 6: Erase all guide line.
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Happy

Grumpy

Canning

Sigh

Evil

Angry

Proud/satify

Mad

Mad

Mad

Realise

Sad/crying

Shock

Angry/Shouting

Ignorance

Worried/unstable
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